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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

We have a responsibility to actively participate in the drive
to a net zero emissions future. Not only as designers,
engineers, scientists, and advisors, but also as innovators
and individuals acting on climate change.
Produced annually, Aurecon’s carbon footprint report aims to guide the
organisation’s climate risk related initiatives in alignment with the Aurecon
Blueprint goals and our commitment to the United Nations Global Compact.
The report presents a summary of the greenhouse gas emissions resulting
from Aurecon’s operations during the 2021 financial year.
You can read more about our commitment to the United Nations Global
Compact and access a copy of our Communication on Progress report on
our website.

William Cox
Chief Executive Officer
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Aurecon is a design, engineering
and advisory company. Our
purpose is bringing ideas to life,
to imagine and co-create with our
clients a better future for people
and the planet.
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Bringing ideas to life
Aurecon is a design, engineering and advisory company. Our purpose is
bringing ideas to life, to imagine and co-create with our clients a better future
for people and the planet. Our culture of Believe it. Say it. Do it. reflects our
deep commitment to our clients and each other to build trust and create a
better future together.
As designers, engineers, scientists and advisors, we play a vital role in
helping the communities and economies in which we work transition to a
more sustainable, liveable future.
A vibrant and sustainable future is not an impossible dream. The choices we
make today, will change the way the world is tomorrow.
The health of our people, our communities and our planet guide our choices.
We embed our sustainability objectives and targets firmly in our strategy,
operations and culture.
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Our climate change commitment
Aurecon’s business is one source
of greenhouse gas emissions,
so we are taking responsibility
and implementing appropriate
measures to reduce the impact we
have on the world. We have made
a commitment to become net zero
in our operations by 2025. We have
set our goals around the areas of
our business where we can make
the biggest difference.

• Other indirect emissions from
Aurecon activities we do not
own or control, such as business
travel, procurement, waste, and
water (Category 3–5)

By 2025 we will achieve net zero
emissions covering:

We will achieve our targets through
risk-based decisions, balancing
investment in emissions reduction
measures against offsets. Over
time we expect the need for offsets
will reduce.

• Owned or controlled sources
(Category 1)
• The generation of purchased
energy (Category 2)
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The move to decarbonise our
business and transition our
services comes in anticipation of
a 100 percent net zero emissions
future.

Managing our environmental footprint
Aurecon manages its
environmental footprint through
the following actions:
• The application of an effective
Environmental Management
System compliant to ISO 14001
and commitment to follow
relevant environmental laws and
regulations
• Looking beyond compliance to
take everyone at Aurecon along
on the journey to a net zero
emissions future
• Implementing measures to
minimise greenhouse gas
emissions and consumption of
energy, water and consumables
and the reduction of waste
generation (visible impacts)
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• Measuring and monitoring
our carbon footprint from our
operations via internationally
recognised standards, like the
Greenhouse Gas Protocol—
Corporate Accounting and
Reporting Standard
• Developing the pathway and
priorities to achieve net zero
emissions by 2025. Focus areas
include, flights, electricity, fleet
and commuting, visible impacts,
supply chain, and carbon credits.
• Annual verification of our carbon
footprint by an independent
third-party certifier in
accordance with the ISO 140641:2018 standard
You can access a copy of Aurecon’s
Environmental Policy here. You
can access a copy of Aurecon’s
Sustainability Policy here.

Measuring greenhouse gas emissions
In FY 2021, we transitioned to
the revised ISO 14064-1:2018
standard. This standard required
a much broader review of our
greenhouse gas emission
sources. We went from reporting
on 11 emission sources within
Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3, to
reporting on 29 emission sources
within Categories 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
(Figure 1).
On a like for like comparison
of our carbon footprint (based
on 11 emission sources) we
significantly reduced our overall
emissions by 60%.
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For Category 1, direct GHG
emissions, we further reduced our
emissions by 16%. For Category 2,
indirect GHG emissions from
imported energy, we further
reduced our emissions by 30%
For Category 3, indirect emissions
from transportation, specifically
air travel, we further reduced our
emissions by 79%. Again, Covid-19
related travel restrictions were
a significant contributor to this
reduction.
However, in FY 2021, due to the
inclusion of 18 additional emission
sources across Categories 3 to 5
(including telecommuting, staff
commuting, goods & services
used by Aurecon, equipment,
office occupancy, insurance and
investments) our overall emissions
increased by 60%.

Each year we continue to drive
initiatives that reduce our
emissions at the source. These
initiatives include improving
the quality and accuracy of our
data with enhanced tools and
processes, internal training
and awareness and external
engagement with stakeholders,
including our suppliers.

Aurecon’s FY 2021 global carbon
footprint report covers 26
operating offices across Australia,
New Zealand and Asia.

Figure 1: Greenhouse gas emissions
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* The icons in dashed boxes are the 18 additional emission sources we reported on in FY 2021. Additional emission sources include couriers;
telecommuting; staff commuting; education grants; training; kitchen supplies/meals/food; recruitment; office occupancy; equipment; communication/
data; insurance; legal and consultants; finance/interest/costs; printing; protective clothing and equipment/workwear/ merchandise; stationery;
management; superannuation.
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Figure 2: Absolute emissions across Australia, New Zealand and Asia
(in tonnes CO2e per year) annual trend
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FY19

FY20

FY21

30% from previous FY

79% from previous FY

Notes:
*Waste emissions increased due to
the inclusion of Australian offices;
we now report for all Australian and
New Zealand offices
**Other business travel increased
due to inclusion of taxi emissions
from Australian offices
• Our inventory covers all operating
offices; however certain emission
sources do not apply to some
locations due to the availability
of data
• Emissions under ‘Use of Products
& Services and Investments’ are
subject to further examination

About Aurecon
Aurecon is a design, engineering and
advisory company that brings ideas to
life to create a better future for people
and the planet.
For more information, please visit
aurecongroup.com

